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Remnant trophy list

The next addition to the system claims Prev Bosses Frost Remnants: From the Ashes there are 41 trophies (one platinum trophy that is unlocked to win all other trophies, only on the PS4). Some trophies/achievements are dedicated pages. This section contains a full list of trophies/achievements: From AshesDescription: Get all trophies. Goal: Get all the
trophies. (The platinum trophy is only available on the PS4). Fade to Whitedescription: Activate Ward 13 World Stone. Goal: Activate Red Stone in Chapter 13. Comments: You will get this trophy/accomplishment by making progress in the story. First... But not the lastDescription: Get the first record à. Aim: Get the first set up. Comments: You will get the first
set-up, making enough progress in the story, the next ones are obtained to kill bosses or defeat opponents in different ways. Good StartDescription: Get 10 features. Goal: Get 10 features. That's a lot of features! Description: Get 20 properties. Goal: Get 20 features. Unleash Your Potential Refertions: Get 30 features. Goal: Get 30 features. Equipment
CollectorDescription: Get 5 armor sets. Goal: Get 5 armor sets. Equipment enthusiastsDescription: Get 10 armor kits. Goal: Get 10 armoured kits. Hard ChoicesDescriptive: Upgrade the first weapon. Goal: Upgrade your first weapon. Comments: Weapons can upgrade Ward 13 at a dealer named Rigs.Halfway ThereDescription: Upgrade any weapon to 10.
Goal: Upgrade any weapon 10.Push To LimitDescription: Upgrade any weapon to +20. Goal: Upgrade any weapon to +20.Mod CollectorDescription: Get 5 weapon mods. Goal: Get 5 weapons mods. Comments: Weapons mods are created for McCabe Ward 13. You craft them from materials derived from defeated bosses. Mod EnthusiastDescription: Get 15
weapon mods. Goal: Get 15 weapons mods. Feature DabblerDescription: Improve any record u 10. Goal: Improve any entry in 10.Trait FocusDescription: Improve any entry's feature to 20. Goal: Improve any feature to level 20.One Person ScrapDescription: Get 50,000 scraps. Goal: Get 50,000 scrap. Scrap HarvesterDescriptive: Get 100,000 scraps.
Objective: To get 100 000 scrap. Scrap CollectorDescription: Get 200,000 scrap. Goal: Get 200,000 scrap. Not So SpecialDescriptive: Defeat 100 special enemies. Goal: Defeat 100 special enemies. Comments: Special enemies are ordinary enemies, which are harder to defeat. You know that they are close when you hear a characteristic sound. Ready
Action Description: Craft a weapon using material from the defeated world boss. Goal: Create a weapon using material from the defeated boss. Like BossDescription: Upgrade boss weapon 5. Goal: Improve boss weapon to +5.This Watch... Description: Master mudtooth pocket watch. Goal: Get mudtooth pocket watch. Comment: Mudtooth's story. Heart
Dragon Description: Improve the dragon heart. Goal: Upgrade Upgrade Dragon's heart. Comments: Dragon Heart can be improved at Root Mother - you'll hire her after saving her. Fire Skydescription: Defeat the singing. Goal: Defeat Singe.The Bigger Ones are... Description: Defeat Ent. Goal: Defeat Ent.Watch Totems! Description: Defeat Totem's father.
Goal: Defeat Totem Father.Wolf of WoodsDescription: Defeat Pan Wolf. Goal: Defeat Ravager.Undying, Eh? Description: Defeat the Undying King. Goal: Defeat Undying King.KeymasterDescription: Defeat Claviger. Goal: Defeat Claviger.Butterfly EffectDescription: Defeat Ixillis XV. Aim: Defeat Ixillis XV.Dark AwakeningPrescription: Defeat dreamer. Goal:
Defeat Dreamer.UntouchableDescription: Defeat the world boss in one player without taking any damage. Goal: Defeat the boss in single player mode without damage. Shot Through The HeartDescription: Return the Swamp Guardian to the Heart of the Undying King. Goal: Return the heart of the marsh guard to a unpunished king. Not so luckydescription:
return with an ace of coins. Goal: Give Ace A Coin.PreciousDescription: Return Ring to Reggie. Goal: Give Reggie a Ring.Are You OK? Description: Meet Root Mother. Goal: Discover the Roots of the Mother.What is LabirynthDescriptor: Meet the labyrinth caretaker. Goal: Meet the Labyrinth Keeper.Death Warmed OverDescription: Meet the Undying King.
Goal: Come across an Uncle King.Like a codede to FlameDescription: Meet the Swamp Queen. Goal: Come across a guard swamp. Watchlist: Meet the Pan Rebel Leader. Goal: Come across a Pan Rebel Leader.The FounderDescription: Meet Andrew Ford. Goal: Meeting Andrew Ford. The next addition to The System claims Prev Bosses Sow Page 2
Download Game Guide PDF, ePUB &amp; iBooks Free iOS App Souls-like Shooter Remnants Of Ashes Guide is a compilation of knowledge of this hard soul-like game. From our guide, you will learn how to avoid dying too often, how to build your character, as well as how to defeat all the bosses in the game. The following guide to the remnants: From the
Ashes is a collection of valuable tips that will help you defeat any opponent who gets your way. In this tutorial you will learn about the most important tips for the first moments of remnant: From ashes, beginning class selection and alignment of our character. You will learn the answers to frequently asked questions: what are the characteristics of what
happens when you die (in the game ofc), and how multiplayer looks like. One of the main sections of this guide guide is a guide for bosses (both major and dungeon ones), what are the key associated with the game, and how to deal with a particular type of opponents. Balance: From the ashes is a third-party action game (TPP) with RPG elements. Remnants
can be safely included as a member of soul-like games not only because it is quite difficult, but also Exciting boss duels are a key part of the experience. In the remnants: From the Ashes, we go to a post-apocalyptic world overrun by monsters called Root. In the remnants: From the Ashes, each fight is a big challenge, especially if you go alone. As the game
progresses, we travel through the worlds of procedure, making each location a new, completely different challenge for the player. With items that give us different perks as soon as we equip them, we can go through the game in many different ways, creating different builds for our characters. Is there a new game plus (NG +)? Game Modes remnants: From
The Ashes Is there a new game Plus (NG+)? A new game + does not exist here, or at least not in a similar way as other games of this type. It works on the principle of recir of the game world. We can do this both at the beginning and at the end of the game, always increasing the difficulty level. To do this, unlock the Red Stone in Ward 13. Just a refreshing
game in the world increases the difficulty of adding more elite opponents. Basic opponents will also be harder to win. In turn, we will have more experience with them. In addition, Lumenite Crystal drops more often (it is necessary to improve the items). If you decide to take such a step, please note that our equipment (Armor, Weapons and Mods), Scrap (ingame gold), and consumable items will remain on your list. The only thing that changes is the map. Game modes remnants: From The AshesRemnant: From the Ashes offers us three modes: offline, private (friends only) and public online. Select the game mode at the very beginning of the main menu. When you choose offline mode, you can be sure that no
one will join. The mode available only to friends allows friends to join, but online games for random players from all over the world. To change the game mode, go to the main game menu and select the appropriate option. Next FAQ Multiplayer - what does it look like? Author : Dawid DavideLi Lubczynski gamepressure.com Translator : Last update by Jakub
Yossarian Nowak : August 27, 2019 Use the comments below to submit your updates and corrections in this guide. Page 3 Download Game Guide PDF, ePUB &amp; iBooks Free iOS App Souls-like Shooter Remnant from Ashes Guide is a compilation of knowledge of this complex soul-like game. From our guide, you will learn how to avoid dying too often,
how to build your character, as well as how to defeat all the bosses in the game. The following guide to the remnants: From the Ashes is a collection of valuable tips that will help you defeat any opponent who gets your way. In this tutorial you will learn about the most important tips for the first moments of remnant: From ashes, beginning class selection and
alignment of our character. You will learn the answers to frequently asked questions: what are the characteristics that occur when you die game ofc) and how multiplayer looks. One of the main sections of this guide guide is a guide for bosses (both major and dungeon ones), what are the key associated with the game, and how to deal with a particular type of
opponents. Balance: From the ashes is a third-party action game (TPP) with RPG elements. Remnants can be safely included as a member of soul-like games not only because it is quite difficult, but also because thrilling boss duels are a key part of the experience. In the remnants: From the Ashes, we go to a post-apocalyptic world overrun by monsters
called Root. In the remnants: From the Ashes, each fight is a big challenge, especially if you go alone. As the game progresses, we travel through the worlds of procedure, making each location a new, completely different challenge for the player. With items that give us different perks as soon as we equip them, we can go through the game in many different
ways, creating different builds for our characters. Is there a new game plus (NG +)? Game Modes remnants: From The Ashes Is there a new game Plus (NG+)? A new game + does not exist here, or at least not in a similar way as other games of this type. It works on the principle of recir of the game world. We can do this both at the beginning and at the end
of the game, always increasing the difficulty level. To do this, unlock the Red Stone in Ward 13. Just a refreshing game in the world increases the difficulty of adding more elite opponents. Basic opponents will also be harder to win. In turn, we will have more experience with them. In addition, Lumenite Crystal drops more often (it is necessary to improve the
items). If you decide to take such a step, please note that our equipment (Armor, Weapons and Mods), Scrap (in-game gold), and consumable items will remain on your list. The only thing that changes is the map. Game modes remnants: From The AshesRemnant: From the Ashes offers us three modes: offline, private (friends only) and public online. Select
the game mode at the very beginning of the main menu. When you choose offline mode, you can be sure that no one will join. The mode available only to friends allows friends to join, but online games for random players from all over the world. To change the game mode, go to the main game menu and select the appropriate option. Next FAQ Multiplayer what does it look like? Author : Dawid DavideLi Lubczynski gamepressure.com Translator : Last update by Jakub Yossarian Nowak : August 27, 2019 Use the comments below to submit your updates and corrections in this guide. Page 4 Download Game Guide PDF, ePUB &amp; iBooks Free iOS App Souls-like Shooter Remnant from Ashes Guide is a
compilation of knowledge about this complex soul-like game. From our guide, you will learn how to avoid death too often, how to build your character, as well as how to defeat everything Play. The following guide to the remnants: From the Ashes is a collection of valuable tips that will help you defeat any opponent who gets your way. In this tutorial you will
learn about the most important tips for the first moments of remnant: From ashes, beginning class selection and alignment of our character. You will learn the answers to frequently asked questions: what are the characteristics of what happens when you die (in the game ofc), and how multiplayer looks like. One of the main sections of this guide guide is a
guide for bosses (both major and dungeon ones), what are the key associated with the game, and how to deal with a particular type of opponents. Balance: From the ashes is a third-party action game (TPP) with RPG elements. Remnants can be safely included as a member of soul-like games not only because it is quite difficult, but also because thrilling
boss duels are a key part of the experience. In the remnants: From the Ashes, we go to a post-apocalyptic world overrun by monsters called Root. In the remnants: From the Ashes, each fight is a big challenge, especially if you go alone. As the game progresses, we travel through the worlds of procedure, making each location a new, completely different
challenge for the player. With items that give us different perks as soon as we equip them, we can go through the game in many different ways, creating different builds for our characters. Is there a new game plus (NG +)? Game Modes remnants: From The Ashes Is there a new game Plus (NG+)? A new game + does not exist here, or at least not in a similar
way as other games of this type. It works on the principle of recir of the game world. We can do this both at the beginning and at the end of the game, always increasing the difficulty level. To do this, unlock the Red Stone in Ward 13. Just a refreshing game in the world increases the difficulty of adding more elite opponents. Basic opponents will also be harder
to win. In turn, we will have more experience with them. In addition, Lumenite Crystal drops more often (it is necessary to improve the items). If you decide to take such a step, please note that our equipment (Armor, Weapons and Mods), Scrap (in-game gold), and consumable items will remain on your list. The only thing that changes is the map. Game
modes remnants: From The AshesRemnant: From the Ashes offers us three modes: offline, private (friends only) and public online. Select the game mode at the very beginning of the main menu. When you choose offline mode, you can be sure that no one will join. The mode available only to friends allows friends to join, but online games for random players
from all over the world. To change the game mode, go to the main game menu and select the appropriate option. Next FAQ Multiplayer - what does it look like? Author : Dawid DavideLi Lubczynski on Translator : Last update by Jakub Yossarian Nowak : August 27, 2019 Use the comments below to submit your updates and updates in this guide. Guide.
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